Co-chairing the Kadima Capital Campaign has been a journey, and like all journeys there have been moments of excitement and times of uncertainty; occasions that made us beam with joy and others that made us ponder next steps. Without question, the feeling of gratitude supersedes them all.

We are grateful for the generosity of so many of our congregants who helped make the campaign a success. We are also in awe of the incredible Kadima Leadership Team and all the Champions/volunteers who dedicated their time to making Kadima a success. To date we have reached over 90% of our goal, an achievement that should fill us all with pride.

The phrase L'Dor Vador", from generation to generation, took on an additional meaning over the past two years. It would be correct to add that we also moved from Generation to Renovation. Our vision was clear and bold as we imagined a place that would inspire and serve all those who enter our synagogue. We did it together and with great energy, thereby giving life to the name of the campaign, Kadima! Forward!

Even though we may have reached the official place on the calendar when we say the campaign has ended, we want you to know it’s never too late to make a contribution or to increase your initial gift.

We are grateful to all our donors and volunteers for your generosity and dedication to our synagogue.

Todah Rabah! Thank you!

Susan Rudolph and Karen Cherney Zaltz
Kadima Capital Campaign Co-Chairs